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Magnificent Louis Vuitton GMT Tambour automatic with reference Q1131 

Beautiful 39.5mm Louis Vuitton GMT automatic with reference Q1131. The watch has a 
stainless steel brown round dial. The watch has even Arabic numerals in stainless steel and 
batons for the other hours. The hands are in stainless steel. At 3 o’clock you have the date 
window. The GMT is in yellow with Arabic numerals up to 24 hours and a yellow hand. The 
crown has the LV logo and the dial is surrounded with Louis Vuitton. The back case is in 
stainless steel with the classic LV design and around is engraved “ Louis Vuitton – 100m – 
Swiss Made – Stainless steel – RB9885 – Q1131”. The watch comes with a brown Louis 
Vuitton crocodile strap and a stainless steel LV buckle.

Louis Vuitton was founded in 1854 in Paris by Louis as a fashion house and luxury retail 
company. Throughout the time, LV became one of the international leading fashion 
houses ranging from leather goods, to accessories including watches. With his new CEO, 
Bernard Arnault, the watch department started in 2002 with a collection called Tambour. 
This line is designed and named in memory of the first miniature watch created in 
occident in 1540. This line has a LV277 caliber. In 2009 came the “Tambour Mysterieuse” 
with 8 days power reserve or the “Tambour Spin Time in 2010”. En 2011, LV bought “La 
Fabrique du Temps” which allowed the company to make its own caliber, then acquired 
“Leman Cadrans” and then the impressive new manufacture in Geneva. The 
consecration was when LV obtained the famous “Label de qualite Genevois” which 
makes the company one of the elite brands in the small circle of exclusive brands.

Technical details

Automatic movement

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 39.5mm
Length including lugs: 47mm

Price: Sold
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